A number of words have been removed from the text and placed in a word bank. Use the words from the word bank to fill in the blanks in the text. Write the words in the blanks provided.

How many [1]_________ do you have at home?

How much time do you [2]_________ TV?

When do you usually [3]_________ the television?

How many different [4]_________ do you get on your TV?

What is your favourite [5]_________?

[6]_________ TV this evening?

Do you ever [7]_________ [8]_________ like Big Brother?

Do you think that [9]_________ like Tom and Jerry or The Simpsons are only for children?
Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.

ACROSS
3. the actors are only pictures
4. a programme where people can win if they know a lot of things
5. What is the programme on TV?
7. you watch a real life
8. a long story
9. you watch tennis, football or golf

DOWN
1. a programme where you want to win
2. the thing on TV
3. a discussion between two people
6. for example BBC 1, CNN, HBO or BBC 2

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

EMMARGORPERUTANA
EMMARGORP
NOOTRACA
YRATNEMUCODA
EMMARGORPYDEMOCA

SWENEHT
NOHCTIWS
WOHSTAHCA
AREPOPAOSA
EMMARGORPSTROPSA

For each question a grid of letters is presented. Locate the word within the grid and draw a line from square to square to link the letters of the word.

K L R E A
W P W T W
P V T Y O
P W V S H
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1. a programme where you want to win
2. a programme where people can win if they know a lot of things
3. a programme about animals or flowers
4. for example BBC 1, CNN, HBO or BBC 2
5. a discussion between two people
6. to follow with your eyes
7. a programme where you learn about things happening in the world
8. a programme about the police who solve different cases
9. you watch a real life
10. a very long story with many parts
11. a programme about animals, history or geography
12. the thing on TV
13. to start